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Those promises have to be delivered and followed up to ensure that customers are satisfied. The marketer
therefore has to think carefully about how the service is delivered, and what quality control can be built in so
that the customer can be confident that they know what to expect each time they consume the service product.
Marketing refers to think of the quality of the components and raw materials rather than the price, and to go
for non standard parts, to increase its ability to differentiate its product from that of the competition. It is thus a
way of helping management to select a position in that environment based on known factors. Through the
process of strategic market planning, an organisation can develop marketing strategies that, when properly
implemented and controlled, will contribute to the achievement of its marketing objectives and its overall
goals. They also include skills and expertise, in other words any area of the organization that can help to add
value and give a competitive edge. Wood, L. If two or three identical products have the same kind of benefits
but prices are different, customers, obviously, tries to take the product which is the cheapest of all. Even where
the service is not quite so personal, sullen assistance in a shop ID NO. Attitude to change and risk Market
structure and opportunities Competitor strategies. He and others also argued that without the right
competences in place in an organization many strategic plans cannot be implemented anyway. To formulate a
marketing strategy, the marketer identifies and analyses the target market and develops a marketing mix to
satisfy individuals in that market. The problem is, however, the marketing will want a new product available
as soon as possible, so fear of the competition launching their version first. The American Marketing
Association definition is ambiguous because it begins with the planning process, which may or may not be
done by the reference to the customers. Clearly each of these alternatives implies different approaches to
marketing. It is also, however, a dangerous element to play around with, because of its very direct link with
revenues and profits, unless management think very carefully and clearly about how they are using it. The
exploitation, through marketing, of things that the organization does well, such as manufacturing, technical
innovation, product department or customer service, might help to create non-financial assets such as
reputation and image, which are difficult for the competitors to copy. The organization that creates a culture
for failure avoidance may often fail a lot quicker, because innovation is necessary in most sectors to remain
competitive, as can be seen from many of the example from our surroundings. They should understand that
customer comes first. The marketing mix is simply therefore a set of categories of marketing variables that has
become standard in marketing education. The strategic market planning process is based on an analysis of the
broader marketing environment, by which it is very much affected. Manager will, of course, be guided by the
nature of the organization and their interpretation of its business environment. A marketing plan includes the
framework and entire set of activities to be performed; it is the written document or blueprint for
implementing and controlling an organizations marketing activities. Dissertation Objectives In order to
conduct the research, it is important to create some objectives based on which the conclusions and analysis can
be made. In general terms, however, if an organization is consistently failing to make profits, then it will not
survive, and thus marketing has a responsibility to sustain and increase profits.. It is equally important, if not
as easily identified, within a particular country, culture or industry. Everywhere we look we see terms such as
business strategy, cooperate strategy, marketing strategy, marketing strategy, strategic marketing, product
strategy, pricing strategy, advertising strategy and even discount strategy. The underlying belief is that
strategy is best created through a rational and intellectual analysis, often carried out in the isolation from the
normal ups and downs of any market place. Companies suffered badly in s, partly because of the depressed
state of the construction market generally, but also because of increasing difficulties in competing with
European, American and Japanese rivals entering in UK market. The rise of relationship marketing and the
increase acceptance of just-in-time system means that marketing and purchasing are working more closely
than ever in building long-term flexible, cooperative relationship with the suppliers. The stage of the product
life cycle- a new product will usually need promotional support. He states that every organization is a coalition
of individuals with their own personal objectives and ambitions, and, cooperate goals are therefore the result
of a bargaining process driven by profit and non-profit motivated values. After analyzing and discussing those
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strategies, researcher compared the marketing strategies of both organizations. Customers, for example, may
use price as an indicator of quality and desirability for a particular product, and thus price can reinforce or
destroy the work of other element of the marketing mix. A product may have a combination of high quality
and good value price and product that a competitor cannot match; an organization may have established a hour
telephone ordering and home delivery service place that cannot easily be imitated; an effective and unique
communication campaign combine with an excellent product living up to all its promises promotion and
product can make an organizations offering stand out above the crowd. It is the main philosophy or way of
doing business. They must also ensure that the business units complement each other for the greater good of
the overall business. Since best result always be achieved by matching the needs of the environment now, the
organization investing in the long term can always be undercut by the organization focusing on short term cost
reduction processes. Paul Field The marketing strategy concept can be encapsulated into two core elements:
the product-marketing investment decision which encompasses the product market scope of the business
strategy, its investment intensity and the resource allocation in a multiple business context. The performance
group in its studies of corporate innovation has found that enterprise depends on the willingness to accept
mistakes rather than punish them, and ID NO. Incentives- these includes loyalty cards, bonus points and
sometimes price incentives. Retailers face many of the same marketing decisions as other types of
organization, and use the same marketing mix tools, but with a slightly a different perspective. The magnitude
of opportunities and threats, and the feasibility of the potential courses of action implied by them, can only
really be understood in terms of the organizations strengths and weaknesses.


